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W hen broadcasters with Idaho
Public Television looked at the PBS lineup for fall 2001, they saw stormy weather ahead.
An eight-hour miniseries on evolution scheduled for September, they knew, would not go quietly-not in the same state where, only a year before, complaints over documentaries on gay topics had resulted first in thousands of calls and letters, then in legislative action requiring that the state board of education monitor any IdahoPTV decision to "broadcast programs of a controversial nature."
When it came time for Director of Broadcasting Ron Pisaneschi to make the call on what to do about the WGBHproduced Evolution series beginning September 24, he and other decisionmakers at the station, like those at 14 other public television stations in the country, chose to err on the side of caution.
For three days of the four-day series, IdahoPTV followed each episode with programming designed to appease the antievolution crowd. One night of the Evolution series was followed by "Voices for Creation," a documentary in which two scientists with the Institute for Creation Research in California discuss their antievolution beliefs. Another night, it aired the creationist-produced documentary, "The Young Age of the Earth," produced by Earth Science Associates-a group that uses scientific language to persuade others that the earth is no more than a few thousand years old. That program had been recommended by a state legislator during hearings involving the station's budget, which is 28-percent funded by the state.
Perhaps because of the September 11 attacks, commentary nationwide over the series has been muted, though in a few cases it has leaned toward the inflammatory. On the Institute for Creation Research Web site, Ken Cumming, PhD, likened the airing of the series to a terrorist action. "America," he wrote, "is being attacked from within through its public schools by a militant religious movement called Darwinists."
In Idaho, the public television station's effort to balance its approach drew criticism from both the religious and scientific communities, but not the hailstorm of the previous year. And that satisfied Pisaneschi, who says his station acted fairly and performed a valuable public service.
"Our view is that we would broadcast some additional programs to hear what folks in the creationism community are saying," he said. "While evolution is clearly the predominant world view, it is not the only world view."
Fair enough? Too fair, says Eugenie Scott, PhD, executive director of the National Center for Science Education in Oakland, California or, as she is also sometimes known, "Evolution Public Defender Number 1." She sees what happened in Idaho as "the most egregious" example of antievolutionists' latest offensive-"this equal-time nonsense," she calls it.
Arguing that all points of view should receive equal time has become antievolutionists' latest and most effective approach, she says, but the reasoning is flawed. "We tell people, 'Yes, be fair, present two views-if both views are validly scientific argument.'' But, she adds, "science isn't a democratic process. What we should be teaching in the schools is the consensus of the scientific community." Schools, after all, are where most such PBS programs and their accompanying teaching guides end up, and where battles over teaching evolution often begin. This year, the Discovery Institute, a group advocating "intelligent design"-namely, the creation of the earth by an intelligent being, a version of creationism that distances itself from Biblical fundamentalist literalists-came up with its own teaching guides to counter those distributed by the network to complement the Evolution series. This is the same Discovery Institute that engineered Senator Rick Santorum's sense of the Senate amendment to the comprehensive education bill now in conference committee. Discovery Institute founder Phillip Johnson claims credit for the language of Santorum's amendment, which provides that "where biological evolution is taught, the curriculum should help students to understand why this subject generates so much continued controversy, and should prepare the students to be informed participants in public discussions regarding the subject." Scientific organizations point out that this seemingly innocuous language is actually a backdoor approach for teaching creationism-dressed as science-in science classrooms.
Evolution executive producer Richard Hutton says he did investigate the various creationist viewpoints but found nothing that was supportable science. Intelligent design scholars declined his invitation to be part of an episode on religion, saying they would agree to take part only if their views were represented as science. "It's not a matter of one-sidedness," Hutton said. "I actually thought, 'Wouldn't it be interesting if this thing was true?' If I had found that information and that evidence, do you think for a minute that I would have kept it silent? I would've put it out there. It would've been a journalistic coup." 
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